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A sales representative wasn’t entitled to post-termination sales commissions
under the procuring cause doctrine because he was banned by the client,
the Michigan Court of Appeals affirmed.

The doctrine is meant to make sure the principal does not terminate an
agent and then avoid paying the agent his commissions. But the
termination in KBD & Assocs., Inc. v. Great Lakes Foam Technologies
(Lawyers Weekly No. 07-77947, 9 pages) was an attempt to retain a

customer and not avoid paying the commissions, the panel ruled.

Therefore, “[t]he same policy concerns are not implicated where the client terminates the agent,” wrote Judge Pat
M. Donofrio, who was joined by Judges Amy Ronayne Krause and Karen Fort Hood

In addition, the panel wrote, per the agreement, there was an account-servicing component in addition to the sales,
and KBD’s commissions were contingent on account manager functions. And, because the plaintiff was banned by
the client, the account servicing couldn’t be done, resulting in the plaintiff’s breach of contract.

Troy-based attorney Randall Gillary, who specializes in sales commission disputes, said the ruling is “directly contrary
to the principles set forth” in the Michigan Supreme Court’s 1958 decision in Reed v. Kurdziel.

“The underlying principle of Reed is that the principal has a duty to use fair dealing, which prevents the principal
from unfairly taking the benefit of the sales representative’s services without compensation,” Gillary explained. “It
should not matter whether the customer is dissatisfied with the sales representative.

“The sales representative performed services that were valuable to the principal. The principal should compensate
the sales representative for those services as long as they provide value to the principal, regardless of how the
customer feels about the sales representative.”

He added that the only exception may be when the sales representative is terminated for violating his duty of loyalty
by engaging in a conflict of interest, per the Court of Appeals’ 1990 decision in Butterfield v. Metal Flow Corp.

 

Service-after-sale dispute

In KBD, Roger Lyons, who owned and operated KBD, agreed in 1997 to a 5 percent sale commission with Great
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Lakes for sales of foam armrests to Findlay Industries. The percentage was drawn up because Lyons would manage
the account, as Great Lakes lacked personnel to do so.

When Findlay went out of business, Lyons negotiated an armrest sales deal in 2005 with Isringhausen Inc. Lyons
and Great Lakes agreed to the same terms as with Findlay.

In April 2009, Isringhausen alerted Great Lakes that it would no longer work with Lyons, and banned him from the
premises and from all contact with Isringhausen. Great Lakes then fired Lyons, and continued to sell armrests to
Isringhausen until March 2010. No sales commissions were paid to Lyons for that period.

Lyons argued in the lower court that he was entitled to post-termination sales commissions because he was the
procuring cause of defendant’s sales to Isringhausen, per Reed and the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of
Michigan’s 1997 ruling in Stubl v. T A Sys, Inc.

Jackson County Judge Chad Schmucker ruled that KBD could not collect its unpaid commissions, and that the
contract could not be enforced because KBD was the first party to materially breach the contract by being banned
from Findlay. Schmucker added that “the first breach only becomes significant if there were customer service
requirements.”

The Court of Appeals affirmed, noting Great Lakes’ claim that Lyons’ commissions were contingent on his account
manager functions, “which, although not a full-time job, [were] significant enough that defendant had to replace
Lyons” after the termination.

In other words, Great Lakes had presented evidence that the parties’ contract had a strong account-servicing
component, and the procuring cause doctrine wouldn’t apply.

Lyons said his account servicing obligations were minimal once armrest production began for Isringhausen. But, the
panel said, there were “[s]everal e-mails related to pricing discussions that Lyons had with Isringhausen personnel.

“Lyons also discussed with Isringhausen personnel implementing a cost reduction plan, quality issues, tooling
repairs, and the preproduction part approval process. From this evidence, the trial court concluded that Lyons was
required to perform significant account servicing.”

 

‘Erosion’ of procuring cause?

Phillip Sternberg of Couzens, Lansky, Fealk, Ellis, Roeder & Lazar PC, who represented KBD, said that the problem
with the lower court ruling was that it was factually intense instead of legally intense.

“One of the things we did argue both at the trial level and to the Court of Appeals was that there is somewhat of an
erosion going on with the procuring cause doctrine,” stemming from the Eastern District’s 1990 decision in Roberts
Assoc, Inc. v Blazer Int’l Corp, he said.

That case stated: “If subsequent purchase orders are submitted by a customer which involve no additional servicing
or negotiation, then the salesman securing the original account may well be entitled to commissions on those sales.
… It is a question of fact for the jury whether subsequent purchases were effectuated by additional customer
services or were made solely on the force of the original representations.”

Sternberg said that the trial court “erroneously relied” on it: “It really was a misstatement of the law … and I don’t
see this case doing anything to clarify the law whatsoever.”

However, Frederick Acomb of Miller, Canfield, Paddock and Stone PLC said there is something to get out of the
decision.

“I think you can argue, and this court holds, that the notion of fair dealing goes both ways. It applies not just to the
agent but to the principal,” he said.

“If the principal has retained an agent in order to obtains sales and secure service business, and the customer,
which is ultimately the thing that is most important to principals, says, ‘I don’t want that agent calling on me,’ it



 

 

seems to me you could make a strong argument under fair dealing that the retention of business and the getting of
new business is in spite of that agent, not because of it.”

Sternberg said he’s uncertain as to whether he will file for leave of appeal with the Supreme Court.

James Moskal of Warner Norcross & Judd LLP, who represented Great Lakes, could not be reached for comment.

If you would like to comment on this story, please contact Douglas J. Levy at (248) 865-3107 or
douglas.levy@mi.lawyersweekly.com.

 

Decision in a Nutshell

The Case: KBD & Assocs., Inc. v. Great Lakes Foam Technologies (Lawyers Weekly No. 07-77947, 9 pages).

The Facts: KBD owner Rodger Lyons argued that, under the under the procuring cause doctrine, he was entitled
post-termination sales commissions because he was the procuring cause of Great Lakes’ sales to a client. Further,
Great Lakes failed to present sufficient evidence of significant account-servicing obligations after Lyons’ termination.

The Decision: Because Lyons was banned by the client, and not by the principal (Great Lakes), the procuring
cause doctrine doesn’t apply. In addition, the parties’ contract had a strong account-servicing component, and Lyons
breached it when he was banned from the clients’ premises.

From the Decision: “The basic principle behind the procuring cause doctrine is the notion of fair dealing. … It is
unfair to allow a principal to terminate an agent and avoid paying commissions on sales that the agent procured.
Thus, ‘if the authority of the agent has been cancelled by the principal, the agent would nevertheless be permitted
to recover the commission if the agent was the procuring cause.’ … Here, Lyons’ authority was not cancelled by the
principal. Rather, Isringhausen, the customer, cancelled Lyons’ authority. Moreover, defendant’s termination of Lyons
was an attempt to retain its customer and not an attempt to avoid paying Lyons’ commission. Under these
circumstances, the principles underpinning the procuring cause doctrine are simply inapplicable.”
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